While the world benefits from what’s new, IEEE is focused on what’s next. 
At IEEE, we see a future that is not just bright, but brilliant.

Inventive minds utilize IEEE intellectual resources to improve what matters most in our lives.

For nearly 140 years, great thinkers have relied on IEEE research to develop breakthrough ideas that have altered our lives.

Thomas Edison, an IEEE forefather, illuminated the future with the light bulb. Today, our tradition of innovation continues. IEEE members and partners are currently creating exciting new technologies that will enlighten us to embrace a smarter future.

The world’s tomorrow is our today...

Light reading: Optical physicists within the IEEE community are developing nanophotonic devices that use light rather than electric current to communicate among chips in high-performance computers.
Technology improves the quality of life.

IEEE does more than fulfill needs. We improve lives.

Technology has a unique synergy—the faster it grows, the better it gets, the more quality it creates.

IEEE contributes to new quality-of-life solutions for individuals, families and communities. You’ll find IEEE wherever there is an opportunity to improve the human condition, enhance enjoyment or maximize achievement.

In over 160 countries, IEEE accomplishes its mission to advance technology for the benefit of humanity through its steadfast commitment to technological innovation and diversity within the global community.

The world’s tomorrow is our today...

Diagnosis at a distance: IEEE is at the forefront of real-time medical video collaboration, which lets physicians receive high-quality patient images and medical information from anywhere on the globe.

To appreciate the quality of IEEE is to appreciate the quality of our people.
Our connection to each other is closer.

IEEE connects people with technology.

People and technology have partnered in positive ways. It is a dynamic cooperative, where needs are both shared and created.

IEEE is part of this relationship: we serve technology and we learn from people. We are the nucleus that attracts technical needs and the catalyst that transforms those needs into reality.

IEEE relishes the high expectations of today. People expect technology to solve today’s and tomorrow’s problems. They assume anything is possible. So do we.

The world’s tomorrow is our today...

Size and matter: IEEE is helping to develop tomorrow’s smaller, faster, cheaper and more intelligent integrated circuits, which have the potential to improve our cellphones, our appliances, our homes and our lives.
This is the age of achievement.

The combined impact of the IEEE community is greater than the sum of its parts.

Each facet of the IEEE worldwide organization amplifies the other to achieve new heights.

One IEEE member in Chicago could co-author a technical paper with a colleague in Paris, present it at an IEEE conference in Hong Kong, and provide a solution for a company in Mumbai. That is how IEEE helps ideas grow into productive collaborations.

When you build upon what you have, your achievements grow as well. When IEEE professionals apply new knowledge to attain bigger solutions, the combined effect raises the bar for others.

The world’s tomorrow is our today...

Automatic autos: Thanks to engineers in the IEEE fold, future autos will have features such as 360-degree collision avoidance, night vision, lane departure correction, and, eventually, the ability to drive themselves.
Ideas are bigger today.

Innovation begins with a big idea and IEEE.

When an idea sparks, technology professionals turn to the IEEE community as a forum and testing ground.

From discussions with colleagues to a presentation at one of IEEE’s more than 1,600 worldwide conferences, good ideas grow amid great collaborations. When researchers dive into IEEE’s millions of technical documents, the data they discover transforms ideas into real solutions.

IEEE members develop big ideas every day for technologies so new they do not yet have a name.

The world’s tomorrow is our today...

Powering up: Where will tomorrow’s power come from? Wind? Solar? Nuclear? How will all the electric vehicles recharge? IEEE is involved in projects to not just harness energy from alternate sources, but to route that energy to electric highways that will span continents.
Technology is growing with us.

We trust what matters most to our constant companion—technology.

Throughout our lives, technology has evolved to satisfy many of our intellectual and emotional needs.

Often, we are not aware of technology’s presence. Cybersecurity and biometrics applications protect us silently, while sophisticated medical devices stand ready if needed. Other technologies are ever-present around our homes, at the office, on the road and in the sky.

IEEE plays a valuable role in enabling these technologies to improve our lives, connect us more meaningfully... and inspire the brilliance in all of us to fully embrace what’s new, while focusing with wonder on what’s next.

The world’s tomorrow is our today...

Being smart: Today’s smart technologies appear in a growing number of touch points in our lives, and they are getting even smarter and more mobile. Tomorrow’s technological “thinking” will be automatic, allowing smart humans to recharge.
IEEE touches everyone in their everyday lives because technology touches everyone in their everyday lives...

Jon Peha, Ph.D., IEEE Senior Member; Professor; Carnegie Mellon University; Former Chief Technologist U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
We are a global team.

IEEE's core purpose is to foster technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity.

IEEE is the world’s largest professional association for the advancement of technology. Serving over 430,000 members in over 160 countries, IEEE provides authoritative thought leadership in areas ranging from aerospace systems, to computers and telecommunications, to biomedical engineering, electric power and consumer electronics, among other technologies.

For nearly 140 years, our organization has been an essential resource for the global technical community and for technical professionals everywhere. IEEE is widely recognized for the contributions of its members to technology and to improving global conditions.

Please visit us at www.ieee.org.
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